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15 attendees
 Land acknowledgement and Respect Guidelines
 Introductions: Names, pronouns
 ice breaker

Topic 1: Coming out as Ace/Arospec
• Telling parents / family:

◦ Let parents know about asexuality/aromantism before hand see reaction
◦ No need to rush it
◦ People's reactions are different (generally)  if they know someone who is Ace and/or 

Aro in real life already (some people are more willing to be accepting if it's someone 
they know)

• People's Initial reaction is not necessarily the same as their final reaction-- changes over
time

• Connect to things that do make you happy or fulfilled (people are more willing to accept 
what you're telling them if they see that you're happy or that it's compatible with you 
being happy)

• Bogus/Incorrect medical distinction (low sexual desire with distress = “disorder” even if 
you're distressed because of discrimination, or because it's major problem for your 
partner, or internalised acephobia, etc.)
◦ It used to be “distress or interpersonal difficulties” so that's an improvement in theory 

but not necessarily in practice
• Response to “how do you know your ace if never tried it?” = How do you know if your 

straight if you never tried sex with someone of a different gender?
• Challenge the ideas that being asexual or aromantic is bad.
• Can being upsetting if it throws a wrench if you had a preconceived motion on how your 

life should be. (Your own or societal).
• People don't know what asexuality is (later in life realization).
• Don't need to come out if you don't feel the need to.

Topic 2: Ace/Aro representation
• Not always positive (see House episode “Better Half”).
• Always need to fulfill romantic/sexual relations (trope)
• Seen as needing to be fixed, issue that can be over come 
• Bojack Horseman has better ace representation
• The podcast “The Bright Sessions” has good ace (and queer) representation.
• People in pop culture and history are seen as gay even if there is no evidence of that if 

had no apparent interest in forming the of a romantic/sexual relationship.
• Books that have ace-spec characters: Let's talk about love, Dark Metropolis, 

Gentlemen's Guide to Vice and Virtue, Loveless, radio silence
• Baker thief uses romantic tropes in aromatic ways.

Topic 3: Demisexuality
• Experience no sexuality attraction unless an emotion connection (under the ace 

umbrella-- “ace” referring to the spectrum).
• Gets conflated with with asexuals who haven't met right person.
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• Lithsexuality- Sexual attraction that does not want to be (or goes away when) 
reciprocated-- not the same as demisexality but another specific type of experience in 
the grey zone

• No clear threshold for what constitutes as what makes someone demisexual, up to 
persons feeling

• Different ways of doing relationships that emphasizes different things.

Topic 4: Aromantic politics
• Idea of mutual aid and community care as aromantic politics: Not reliant on state 

sanctioned norms or state structures-- building own communities as aromantic politics
• (Questions raised)

◦ Should marriage be abolished?
◦ What makes a family legitimate?
◦ How to help communities thrive under oppressive hierarchies (ex. Capitalism)
◦ Decentralized couples
◦ Why are social structures so focused on the nuclear family?
◦ What are come connections with other social structures.

• Define yourself by what you want to be, not based on society's expectations or norms or 
governmental institutions, etc.


